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?

Can SARS-CoV-2 whole-genome sequencing (WGS) throughput
be improved for surveillance?

Background

Genomic surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 helps inform public health decisions by monitoring for new
and existing variants. Current WGS methods are limited by workflow complexity and difficulty
scaling to very high throughput; viral mutations at primer binding sites can also affect sequencing.
An optimized WGS method could provide improved surveillance of SARS-CoV-2.
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The high throughput and performance of this optimized
SARS-CoV-2 WGS method makes it suitable for large-scale
surveillance of SARS-CoV-2.
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Background

New SARS-CoV-2 variants are monitored through genetic surveillance, which often relies on next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies for whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of SARS-CoV-2.1-3
However, workflow complexity can greatly limit scalability. For example, viral mutations can interfere with certain
NGS methods (eg, amplicon-based strategies) and cause loss of information (eg, amplicon dropout).
Objective: To improve SARS-CoV-2 surveillance, the investigators developed an optimized, automated, highthroughput workflow for SARS-CoV-2 WGS that overcomes limitations of workflow scalability.
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Methods
Remnant SARS-CoV-2 RNA from clinical specimens submitted to Quest Diagnostics from February through August
2021 were used to develop the workflow.
cDNA libraries were prepared using a 2-step PCR with modified ARTIC v3 primers. Optimizations included
വ Integration of robotic liquid handlers
വ Enhanced clean-up steps to increase coverage
വ Touchdown PCR and primer-pool optimization to improve amplicon balance and reduce amplicon dropout
NGS was performed using an Illumina NovaSeq 6000.
Consensus sequences were assembled relative to the MN908947.3 reference genome using an in-house
bioinformatics pipeline.
Analytical validation studies were conducted using clinical specimens collected from March to April 2021.
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Results
The 2-step PCR method yielded reduced 973X (SD, 719; CV, 73.9%) coverage, which was reduced compared to
standard ARTIC v3 (1,390X [SD, 658; CV, 47.3%]) but still adequate for whole-genome assembly.
Amplicon dropout was reduced to 0.01% from 0.50%.
Amplicon balance was improved 2- to 5-fold for low-performing amplicons.
In analytical validation studies of the optimized workflow on 1,711 unique clinical samples, high precision (100%
inter- and intra-assay precision) and accuracy (100% positive percent agreement and 100% negative percent
agreement) were demonstrated.
After implementing the optimized workflow, trends in relative variant prevalence continued to be consistent with
those reported by the CDC.
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Conclusions
x

With the optimization of key methodological processes, the investigators developed an automated, high-throughput
workflow for SARS-CoV-2 WGS that facilitates real-time epidemiologic surveillance.
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